GENERAL QUARTERS
Sky Mesa – Ecology, by Unbridled’s Song
Multiple G1-winning Millionaire ($1,226,655)
GSW on Dirt, Turf, and Synthetic

• Pedigree: SKY MESA’s leading earner from the family of leading sire MISWAKI
• Precocious: Won 2 yo. debut sprinting 4½ f. on dirt
• Brilliant: 5x 100+ Beyer figures
• Versatile: won from 4½ f. to 9f. Ran at 7 different tracks in 5 states
• Sound: 27 lifetime starts & ran until he was a 5 yo.
• Class: Won G1’s on Turf and Synthetic, and placed in the G1 Stephen Foster H. on dirt at CD. Defeated top horses such as:
  • Wise Dan – 6x Champion, 11x G1W of $7,552,920
  • Court Vision – MG1W of $3,746,658
  • Pioneerof the Nile – MG1W of $1,634,200

First yearlings sold for up to Ten-Times his fee.
First Winner scored by 3 ½ lengths at Gulfstream Park and his Second Winner scored by 2 lengths at Gulfstream Park.

2016 FEE: $5,000 LIVE FOAL
(payable when foal stands and nurses)
Owners: Thomas R. McCarthy and Crestwood Farm Bloodstock, LLC
CRESTWOOD FARM
Lexington, Kentucky

Nominated to: KTDF
Nominated to: stallions@crestwoodfarm.com
Web Site: www.crestwoodfarm.com

check daily updates on stallionregister.com